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 It was not generally adopted in Lancashire until after 1773
and it was used in the spinner's home.
, In 1769 Arkwright, a barber of Bolton, invented a spinning
machine worked by horse-power which he established in a
small factory at Nottingham: .two years later he started
a water-driven mill at Cromford. Arkwright's machines
were usually driven by water and so were established in
factories, not in the worker's home. His first mills were
engaged in the manufacture of hosiery. In 1775 he patented
a carding-machine, and he began selling spinning machines
at £7,000 for every 1,000 spindles. But in 1781 his patent
for the spinning machine was upset in a lawsuit, and in 1785
It was definitely set aside.
In 1779 Crompton invented the mule, which combined
the principles of the jenny and the spinning machine. At
first, like many other early machines, it was made of wood
and for use in the cottage: later it was made of metal and in
1790 was driven by a water-wheel; a power-driven mule
was established in Stockport in 1791.1 It was probably
not much used until 1785, but soon became important, though
in many cases it was worked in the spinner's home. From
1790 the mule was frequently set up in the town factory.
The inventions improving the spinning process led to
the production of more yarn than the weaver could use.
But in 1785 Cartwright, a Leicestershire clergyman, invented
the first power loom which would enable the weaver to
keep pace with the spinner. The loom was first worked in
a factory at Doncaster by a bull. It was introduced into
Manchester in 1791,2 but was rarely used until it was
improved by Radcliffe and Horrocks, though power looms
were used more frequently in Scotland during the nineties.3
In 1803 Horrocks began to make metal looms, and by 1813
there were 2,400 power looms in England.4 Cartwright
also invented a combing machine in 1794, but this was
unsuitable for practical use.
1	E.H.R.,   vol.  xxxvii.  (1922),   p. 384,  Transition to Factory
System (G. Unwin).
2	Lipson, Hist, of Woollen and Worsted Industries, p. 166.
3	Mantoux, op. cit., p. 243.
4	Hammond, Rise of Mod, Industry, p, 183.

